Water droplet splashing and aerosolization play a role in human hygiene and health systems as well as in crop culturing. Prevention or reduction of splashing can prevent transmission of diseases between animals and plants and keep technical systems such as pipe or bottling systems free of contamination. This study demonstrates to what extent the surface chemistry and structures influence the water droplet splashing behaviour. Smooth surfaces and structured replicas of Calathea zebrina (Sims) Lindl. leaves were produced. Modification of their wettability was done by coating with hydrophobizing and hydrophilizing agents. Their wetting was characterized by contact angle measurement and splashing behaviour was observed with a high-speed video camera. Hydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces generally showed fewer tendencies to splash than hydrophobic ones. Structuring amplified the underlying behaviour of the surface chemistries, increasing hydrophobic surfaces' tendency to splash and decreasing splash on hydrophilic surfaces by quickly transporting water off the impact point by capillary forces. The non-porous surface structures found in C. zebrina could easily be applied to technical products such as plastic foils or mats and coated with hydrophilizing agents to suppress splash in areas of increased hygiene requirements or wherever pooling of liquids is not desirable.
This article is part of the themed issue 'Bioinspired hierarchically structured surfaces for green science'. 
Introduction (a) Drop impact phenomena
The impact behaviour of falling drops has been subject to studies for several decades. Drops of a plethora of different liquids, e.g. water, alcohol or oils, were studied as they impacted a multitude of surfaces: rigid solids, compliant solids, thin films of liquids covering solid surfaces, shallow liquid pools, deep liquid pools and powders and possibly more (references given here are not exhaustive and can only cover a small number of the conducted studies, which also often overlap in different fields of research). Drops can either impact without any break-up or impact with a splash, each of which behaviour also comes in a variety of different intensities. It was found that many different factors determine the impact behaviour and its intensity. The falling drop's velocity [1, 2] , size [1, 3] , surface tension [3] and viscosity [1, 3] all play a role and are usually linked together in the form of Weber and Reynolds numbers for better comparability. The nature of the impacted phase [4] , its wettability [1, 2] and whether or not and to what degree surfaces are rough or microstructured [5] [6] [7] [8] also matters. In more recent studies, it was found that the surrounding gas phase [9, 10] and the compliance of the impacted surface [11] also played a big part in determining impact behaviour.
(b) Splash phenomena
For different reasons, drops can release smaller droplets flying away from the impact. This behaviour is generally known as 'splashing', and its product as 'splash'. In the literature, two different types of splashing on incompliant surfaces are commonly acknowledged: prompt splash and corona splash (figure 1) [10, 12] . Corona splash consists of relatively large droplets and is the outcome of breaking up fingers developing at a flattening drop's rim (often called advancing splash, ejecting splash or fingering splash) or its corona (corona splash). If the kinetic energy of an impacting drop is low enough, it can be fully stored as elastic deformation of the drop's surface (as well as internal turbulence and heat [13] ): the drop retreats after impact without splashing at all. If it is too large, though, the surface tension cannot hold the drop's surface together when expanding: the surface ruptures and droplets can detach from the main drop [13] . Prompt splash consists of very small and fast droplets and occurs even in the absence of fingering or coronae (owing to mechanisms very different from those of corona splash). It is generated when the advancing lamella of a spreading drop is disturbed by rough surface structures higher than a specific fraction of the lamella, causing the lamella to rupture locally and release small splash droplets [10] . As it is not dependent on the formation of fingers, prompt splash can occur over the whole time the lamella expands, from the moment of impact to the moment of maximum extension [10] . It is important, though, that the lamella does not become too thick compared with the underlying roughness: once the lamella reaches a certain thickness, it simply washes over the rough surface and is not disturbed by it anymore [10] . In the more recent literature, two modes of splashing caused by drop impacts on compliant surfaces have been described by Gilet and Bourouiba [11] : crescent-moon detachment as well as inertial detachment (see [11] for an extensive range of images and supplementary videos of these dynamic splash events). Table 1 lists a summary of the coarse categorization mentioned above and the literature to consult. For later understanding, it is important to note that, whether prompt splash or corona splash, compliant or not, many splash events produce not only large splash droplets but also very small ones (as a main or side product) that do not land or settle but remain suspended in air, forming aerosols [14] .
(c) Splashing of water droplets and plant pathogen dispersal
In Nature, water droplet splashing is mainly caused by raindrops. Very small and lightweight reproductive units, such as the miniscule spores of the proteobacterium Bacterium malvacearum (nowadays known as Xanthomonas campestris pv. malvacearum [15] to be transmitted between plants just by means of splashing and wind-blown water drops [16] . For the fungus Fusarium solani (and other fungi in the same study), it was shown that a single impacting drop of 5 mm diameter could produce over 2000 spore-bearing, infectious droplets travelling up to 20 cm horizontally and 60 cm vertically, and that this splash dispersal was readily operated by both terminal velocity raindrops and drops dripping from other vegetation [17] .
Given the large distances that infectious splash droplets can travel between plants, it is easy to understand how bacterial and fungal infections can quickly spread through populations of host plants.
(d) Self-cleaning plants Some higher plants use water to keep leaves free from dirt and pathogens. To facilitate flushing of contaminants off the leaves, some plant species have developed superhydrophobic leaf surfaces: water on these leaf surfaces not only beads up but also rolls off with extreme ease, picking up contaminations while rolling and carrying them off the leaves. In hindsight, it is not surprising that Barthlott and Neinhuis [18] found that their samples of Nelumbo nucifera (also known as lotus plant) were very clean. The hierarchical surface structure of the lotus plant, comprising hydrophobic wax tubules at the nanoscale combined with a surface roughness at the microscale, is the key to its tremendous self- and Neinhuis, who showed that neither chemical contaminations nor pathogenic spores would stick to the leaves after a good rinse, coined the term 'lotus effect' for the self-cleaning properties of such hierarchically structured surfaces [18] . Of course, the lotus plant is not the only plant to employ such a behaviour, nor are plants the only group exhibiting it: Barthlott and Neinhuis also refer to research on insect wings showing similar superhydrophobic properties [19] .
(e) Droplet splashing, human hygiene and health
It is not only plants that are prone to inter-individual infection: a variety of human pathogens are known to spread through the air without direct contact. Two main ways of infection are of importance here: droplet infection and aerogenic infection [20, 21] . Droplet infection occurs when infected persons sneeze or cough and produce droplets that fly through the air (approx. 1 m infection range) and infect other persons when the droplets land on mucous membranes [20] .
Owing to the way that droplets are produced in humans, this transmission pathway is usually restricted to diseases that (at least partially) affect the respiratory system, such as pertussis, rhinitis or influenza [20] . The size of the droplets generated makes them settle quite rapidly and to lose their immediate, infectious potential. Pathogens larger than 5 µm simply cannot attach to smaller droplets, so because the droplets settle quite rapidly so too do the pathogens contained therein [20] . Aerogenic infection, on the other hand, does not rely on immediate and short-range contact. Pathogens smaller than 5 µm can attach to smaller droplets, which, forming an aerosol, stay afloat much longer and create an atmosphere that can lead to infection by inhalation long after it has been produced [20] . Examples of pathogens that spread aerogenically are those causing tuberculosis, smallpox or measles. While classically the term aerogenic infection has been used to differentiate aerogenic infection from the more direct droplet infection, in more recent research the term aerosol transmission is used [21] . Study results suggest that aerosol transmissibility even exists for diseases other than respiratory ones, such as the gastroenteritic norovirus (critically reviewed in [21] ).
Aerosolization of pathogens that do not occur in the respiratory tract cannot be a consequence of human respiratory action. It is known though to be a consequence of splash, such as that which happens during toilet flushing [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , dripping of contaminated liquids (described in [14] ) or liquid vaporization, e.g. in showers and washbasins [28] [29] [30] . Owing to their nature, toilets can be a major source of infectious aerosols. Bacteria and viruses occurring in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract land in toilet water and on toilet surfaces in the form of faeces (normal) as well as vomitus and diarrhoea (acute). Flushing a toilet can splash and aerosolize these pathogens and does not necessarily remove all of them; instead, they continue to be aerosolized in subsequent flushing events [22, 24] . Different flushing technologies exist and the flushing energy also determines the amount of aerosol produced [23] . The mechanisms of vaporization in showers, washbasins or whirlpools are similar to those encountered in toilet flushing. However, these cases should still be regarded separately, as they rarely contain faecal or other GI pathogens. Often it is some kind of turbulence and/or bubble bursting (such as in a whirlpool) that produces the aerosol, but other methods of vaporization also exist. In air scrubbers [31] , dust particles are removed from polluted air by spraying water into it, creating large amounts of aerosol. In cooling towers (e.g. in building air-conditioning systems), heat is removed from the cooling water by (among other techniques) also spraying it into air, thereby increasing its surface area and maximizing heat transfer to the atmosphere [32] . All the aforementioned aerosol sources have been studied as the source of outbreaks of legionnaires disease (LD), which is caused by the bacterium Legionella pneumophila [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Aerosols containing L. pneumophila have been shown to be able to spread several kilometres from their source (up to 10 km in [31] ), explaining their often widespread outbreaks, such as the LD outbreak in 2013 in Warstein, Germany. Here, infected water from a wastewater treatment plant was discharged into a river, whose water in turn was used for cooling in a different company, with L. pneumophila being aerosolized in both locations and infecting 159 people [37] . While aerosolization can be caused by many phenomena other than splash phenomena, it is obvious that the general ability to create aerosols upon impact means that splashing and droplet transfer could have a significant influence on human health. A plethora of different pathogenic species as well as a multitude of transmission vectors exist that could potentially be influenced by decreasing the amount of aerosolization and droplet splash, for example by mitigating splash effects or preventing them altogether. In this work, we investigate the properties of biomimetically structured epoxy surfaces using moulds of C. zebrina leaf surfaces and the impact of an overlaid chemical surface modification on the splashing behaviour of water droplets.
Material and methods (a) Plant material
In this study, a plant surface with hydrophilic character, pronounced surface structure and leaf sizes of more than 10 cm 2 was selected to fabricate biomimetic epoxy resin replicas. Fully grown leaves of C. zebrina (Sims) Lindl., a tropical monocotyledon plant, were cut at the stems and the cut ends transferred into tap water. Care was taken not to touch or handle the adaxial (upper) leaf surface, which was to be replicated. All plant material used in the experiments was cultivated in the greenhouse at the Rhine Waal University of Applied Sciences, Germany. Biological samples that were used for measurements of the original plant surface in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) were dried using a critical-point drying method. After incubation in increasing concentrations of ethanol (70-100%), samples were dried in a K850 Critical Point Dryer (Quorum Technologies Ltd, Lewes, UK).
(b) Moulding, casting and measurement process
Immediately after harvest, the leaves were moulded using a fast-curing, dental silicone compound (President Light Body; PLB). Depending on the sample usage, two different sizes of samples were produced. For CA measurements, small epoxy replicas of approximately 15 ×5 mm were produced. Samples were taken along the whole length of the leaf about 20 mm from the leaf midrib outwards. The leaf samples were then fixed, adaxial side up, on a flat surface using double-sided sticky tape. A small amount of PLB was dispensed onto the surface of the sample and spread out by pressing down on it using a flat glass surface until the PLB had spread over and enclosed the whole sample. After curing of the PLB and removal of the glass cover, the mould was removed from the sample, rinsed with demineralized water (DW) and left to rest for at least 30 min [38] .
For all other experiments, larger replicas were fabricated. To do this, the whole leaf planes of sampled leaves were detached close to the midrib to make them more flexible and allow them to be flattened properly. The leaf planes were also fixed, adaxial side up, onto a flat surface using double-sided sticky tape. In the sampled leaves, the maximum distance from the midrib to the leaf edge was approximately 80 mm. An amount of PLB large enough to produce a mould of that size was dispensed onto the sample surface and spread out radially using a glass Petri dish. After curing of the PLB and removal of the glass cover, the mould was removed from the sample and rinsed with DW. As the PLB did not enclose the leaf sample, a mould cavity had to be constructed by adding an outer rim to the existing mould surface. To do this, the mould was placed on a flat surface, surface negative up, and a clean 60 mm diameter bottle cap was carefully placed on the mould. The outer rim of the cap was traced using a string of PLB. After curing of the PLB, the cap was removed, and the new mould cavity rinsed again with DW. The mould was then set aside to rest for at least 30 min.
Replication of smooth surfaces was similar to the processes described above for leaf surfaces, though here, instead of leaf samples, plastic Petri dish surfaces were used as the positives to be moulded. Small replicas were cast by preparing small amounts of epoxy resin and applying a few drops of it into the small negative moulds. The drops were then covered with microscope glass slides to spread them into the mould and provide a stable backing. For larger replicas, bigger batches of epoxy resin were prepared and centrifuged for 1 min at 4000 r.p.m. to remove air bubbles. The negative moulds were placed in a desiccator with a rubber septum plug in the lid socket. After applying a vacuum to the desiccator, the resin was applied to the mould through the rubber septum using long injection needles. After application of the resin, the vacuum was released and the replicas were left to cure under atmospheric conditions. Some small leaf replicas, snapped in half, as well as critical-point-dried, biological leaf samples were sputter-coated with gold (30 mA for 60 s) and measured in a field emission SEM (Supra TM 40 VP SEM; Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) at 5 kV and tilting angles of 0-45 • . The general surface morphology was assessed from biological sample micrographs. The height and base diameter of the surface cells from the dark as well as the bright green stripes of the leaves were measured and compared from the fractured replica micrographs. 
(d) Wettability measurements
Static CAs were measured on smooth and leaf-structured epoxy replicas of all treatments. Using an optical CA measurement device (OCA 35; DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany), drops of 5 µl DW were carefully dispensed onto the surfaces and the static CAs determined using the Young-Laplace method (see §3b(i) for the number of observations). On a small subset of samples which showed a CA of 0 • and were thus indistinguishable by CA alone, measurement of the time-to-spread (TTS; time needed from drop application until CA = 0 • was reached) of a 5 µl drop of DW was performed for further categorization.
(e) Splash measurements
For assessment of the surfaces' splashing behaviour, 4.5 mm diameter drops of a dye solution were dripped from different heights (50 cm, 45 cm, 40 cm, 35 cm; i.e. with different impact speeds) onto large epoxy samples (60 mm diameter). The dye solution was a 0.01% w/v safranin solution (Safranin O; Fluka Analytical, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany) in DW. In precursor experiments, using the pendant-drop method it was verified that the surface tension of this solution did not differ significantly from the one that was determined for the DW (σ Safranin = (70.96 ± 0.86) mN m −1 (n = 75) versus σ DW = (70.75 ± 1.49) mN m −1 (n = 128); data not shown). All drop impacts were filmed at 4000 fps using a high-speed camera set-up consisting of a Keyence VW-600C colour high-speed camera controlled by a Keyence VW-9000 high-speed microscope console and fitted with a Keyence VW-Z5 camera objective or (depending on the scales observed) placed around the impact point. Splash droplets on the paper were identified manually and their positions transferred onto a spreadsheet using a polar coordinate system printed onto the paper. As splash only occurred on leaf-structured, Antispread-coated samples, all other treatment groups were further categorized by a second measurement set-up. To that end, these samples were serially dripped in different drop intervals (60 s, 45 s, 30 s) and their splashing behaviour observed. As with the other experiment, the drop diameter was 4.5 mm from a falling height of 50 cm. All samples in this experiment were pre-moistened with DW and then allowed to dry again (visual inspection). The edges of the samples were also wrapped in laboratory tissue to wick away liquid from the surface. Both of these measures were necessary, as precursor experiments had shown that serial impacts on totally dry surfaces would always splash, as the capillary action removing liquid from the impact site would not activate quickly enough.
(f) Report format and statistical analysis
Numerical results are displayed as (mean ± s.d.) (unit) unless further noted. Statistical analysis and plotting was performed in R, using the Wilcoxon rank-sum (WRS) test and Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test. Where the KW test indicated differences, a post hoc Nemenyi test was used for pairwise comparisons. All tests were performed as two-tailed. The significance threshold was set at 0.05. In the text, the statistical methods used are given as well as the tests' statistical parameters (test statistic, number of samples/degrees of freedom and p-value).
Results (a) Surface structure measurements
The leaves of C. zebrina show dark and bright green coloured stripes (figure 2). The replicated surface structures of bright and dark green leaf areas were measured during the SEM investigation. The structures, shape and sizes of the epidermis cells on the dark and bright green areas are significantly different.
Critical-point-dried leaf samples of C. zebrina adaxial (upper) sides showed convex-shaped epidermal cells in a relatively uniform distribution over the surface (figure 3). The density of the cells per square millimetre was determined to be (717.50 ± 5.95) cells mm −2 (n = 3). The central field protruded to different extents, putting the cells in the range from convex (on bright green leaf parts) to papillate (on dark green leaf parts) cells. The shape was generally conical to slightly parabolic. Anticlines (cell boundaries) between cells were sunken and u-undulated. On the surface of the cells, slight wrinkling could be observed in most cases.
For further assessment of the plant surface, replicated surface structures of bright and dark green leaf areas were measured. These measurements showed that the surface structures on the dark and bright green areas significantly differ in base diameter, height and aspect ratio. Cells in the dark green stripes have a base diameter of (43.52 ± 7.18) µm, while cells in the bright green area showed a significantly higher base diameter of (47.35 ± 6.64) µm (WRS test, W = 1459.5, n 1 = 104, n 2 = 39, p = 0.01004). Dark green cells have a mean height of (35.74 ± 5.21) µm, while bright green cells have a significantly lower mean height of (19.64 ± 3.31) µm (WRS test, W = 3999, n 1 = 104, n 2 = 39, p < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). The aspect ratio of the cells, calculated as the base diameter/height, is (1.23 ± 0.18) for dark green cells, and (2.46 ± 0.47) for bright green cells. A comparison of the mean cell dimensions and micrographs of typical cells is shown in figure 4 . • .
led to a significantly higher CA of (103.95 ± 4.66) • while coating with TitanProtect led to a significantly lower CA of (44.60
When surfaces were additionally structured, here using the leaf structures of dark and bright stripes of C. zebrina leaves, both hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic behaviours were amplified. The CA of Antispread-coated replicas significantly rose from (103.95 ± 4.66) • to (138.59 ± 4.22) • using bright-stripe replicas (WRS test, W = 0, n 1 = 30, n 2 = 10, p = 2.359 × 10 −9 ) or (143.15 ± 4.82) • using dark-stripe replicas (WRS test, W = 77, n 1 = 30, n 2 = 10, p = 0.04326). For TitanProtectcoated replicas, shown in figure 5 , the CA significantly decreased from (44.60 ± 8.41) • to (0 ± 0) • using either bright-stripe or dark-stripe replicas (pooled due to equality; WRS test, W = 560, n 1 = 20, n 2 = 28, p = 6.664 × 10 −11 ). It should be noted that the samples showing a CA of 0 • were still not all identical and thus were further assessed by their TTS value (see §3b(ii)). Figure 6 shows SEM micrographs of TitanProtect-coated leaf replicas analysed using an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector. It can be seen that the TitanProtect coating is not absolutely homogeneous, yet is at least continuous. Approximation was performed by fitting a second-degree polynomial through the mean data points. The dark cell is significantly higher and narrower at its base than the bright one, thus it also has a significantly lower aspect ratio (base diameter/height). (ii) Time-to-spread measurements Drops of water on structured epoxy replicas coated with TitanProtect always spread over the surface and thus exhibit a CA of 0 • . The time it took for drops to spread was investigated separately for replicas of bright green and those of dark green leaf areas. Drops on dark green leaf replicas needed (5.36 ± 1.77) s to spread fully, while those on bright green ones needed (10.35 ± 6.51) s to do so. The bright green leaf replicas exhibit a much higher deviation in their TTS values, which fits the observational data that bright green leaf replicas behaved much less predictably than dark green ones. The statistical evaluation also yielded a significant difference between the two groups (WRS test, W = 46, n 1 = 16, n 2 = 12, p = 0.01975).
(c) Water and dye behaviour on replicated and coated leaf surfaces (i) Splashing or spreading of water droplets
To compare the splashing behaviour of different surface types, 0.01% safranin solution was dripped from the same height onto different combinations of smooth and structured leaf replicas coated with Antispread or TitanProtect. Figure 7 shows the mean number of splash droplets with a flying distance larger than 30 mm (as the sample itself had a diameter of 60 mm, splash droplets with flying distances less than d/2 were not recorded) generated by drops from a 50 cm falling height onto the different combinations of surface type and coating. As is obvious, the only combination generating a reasonable number of splash droplets is that of the leaf replicas with Antispread (leaf AS) coating ((16.25 ± 11.76) splash droplets). With the exception of the leaf TiO 2 group with (0.56 ± 1.67) splash droplets due to one single impact event, which on a TitanProtectcoated leaf replica produced five splash droplets (see outlier in leaf TiO 2 in figure 7) , none of the other impacts generated splash droplets and all other groups were significantly different from the leaf AS group (KW test, χ 2 = 19.97, d.f. = 3, p = 0.0001722, with a post hoc Nemenyi test).
Owing to the big differences observed, further comparisons between groups using this experimental approach were deemed fruitless, as greater falling heights were not practicable due to set-up constraints and smaller ones would generate even fewer splash droplets in all groups (tested with small n; data not shown). The experimental method was thus used to further explore the behaviour of the hydrophobic leaf AS samples, but a different approach was used for the other groups (see following sections).
For a qualitative estimation, water drop impacts were also filmed more laterally for a number of impact situations. An impacting drop on a dry, smooth, TitanProtect-coated epoxy would generate a very fast prompt splash, but no corona, while a subsequent drop on the same surface with a liquid film on it would generate lots of corona splash. A drop on a dry, smooth, Antispreadcoated epoxy would generate neither visible prompt splash nor a corona, while a subsequent drop would sometimes generate a small splash by ejecting along a sessile drop, but not form a corona either.
Both impacts on dry, TitanProtect-coated as well as dry Antispread-coated leaf replicas would generate lots of prompt splash, but no corona, yet a subsequent drop on TitanProtect-coated leaf replicas (moist due to capillary distribution of the first drop) would generate much less splash than the first drop.
(ii) Splashing depending on drop falling height To further characterize the behaviour of the leaf replica AS group, we dripped 0.01% safranin solution onto its replicas from different falling heights and recorded the number of splash droplets generated as well as their flying distance on paper. Figure 8 shows a trend that the number of splash droplets increases with the falling height. A significant difference exists between the number of droplets generated at a falling height of 40 cm and the one at a falling height of 50 cm. In the data there was a trend for the falling height of 35 cm to show a slightly larger number of splash droplets than at 40 cm, though this might be an effect of the relatively small n.
It can also be seen that the spread of splash droplets generated increases as the falling height increases: at 50 cm falling height, there were still some impact events that generated no measurable splash droplets at all. Even though there were differences found in the number of splash droplets generated, the mean flying distances of splash droplets interestingly did not significantly change with falling height in the interval inspected (figure 9). At 35 cm falling height, splash droplets would fly as far as those at 50 cm falling height.
(iii) Splashing when subjected to serial drops
The other groups beside leaf replica AS were further characterized by their tendency to splash when subjected to sequential drops in different intervals. Figure 10 shows the splashes counted when applying three sequential drops of water to TitanProtect-coated, pre-moistened and tissuesleeved leaf replicas at different intervals. The first drop did not produce any noteable splash in any case. At the 60 s interval, there were no differences between the number of splash droplets produced at the different points in time (KW test, χ 2 = 0.4537, d.f. = 2, p = 0.797). An exemplary serial impact can be seen in figure 11 : a drop of 4.5 mm impacting the same location as an equal drop 60 s earlier does not produce a corona at all, but simply flattens out. At the 45 s interval, an increase in the number of splash droplets could be observed between the first and second (mainly prompt splash) as well as the second and third impact (prompt splash and some corona splash). Significant differences could only be found between impacts 1 and 3 and impacts 2 and 3 (KW test, χ 2 = 11.118, d.f. = 2, p = 0.003853, with a post hoc Nemenyi test). Counting the number of splashes, especially for impact 3, was rather inaccurate, as crown forming was already happening and splash droplets were hard to discriminate. At the 30 s interval, crown formation was happening even more vigorously and at both impacts 2 and 3 a lot of corona splash was generated. Between impacts 1 and 3, a significant difference could be measured (KW test, χ 2 = 7.2605, d.f. = 2, p = 0.02651, with a post hoc Nemenyi test).
Discussion
The results of the experiments show that structuring an epoxy surface with the simple surface structures of C. zebrina can indeed make hydrophilic surfaces more hydrophilic and hydrophobic ones more hydrophobic. This went hand in hand with a decrease in splash tendency on hydrophilic samples and an increase in splash tendency on hydrophobic ones. It was also shown that an important part of splash prevention is capillary transport of the liquid off the surface. In the following sections, the results achieved are discussed and ordered by the experiments conducted.
(a) Structure dimension measurements
The sparse information about structural dimensions for C. zebrina cells found in the literature did differ considerably from our measurement results. Prüm et al. [39] report a mean diameter of (38.7 ± 4.7) µm, height of (52.9 ± 8.6) µm and a resultant aspect ratio of 0.7 for the same type (dark stripe) of adaxial leaf surface cells used in this study. Compared with the measurements presented herein, this is a difference of approximately −10% in diameter and +66% in height, which is quite significant. These differences might be attributed to simple, phenotypical differences between the individual plants used, caused by cultivation conditions, or slight differences in the measurement technique, which was not explicitly presented by Prüm et al. (b) Wetting behaviour modification by surface structuring (i) Hydrophilic surfaces Differences were found not only in the dimensions but also in the wetting behaviour observations of C. zebrina. Koch & Barthlott [40] state that 'a droplet of water spreads on these leaves and a CA of 0 • is reached within a few seconds', unfortunately without further specifying the leaf colour in question. While the results presented herein found the claim to be true for dark stripes, the bright stripes that we investigated showed hydrophilic wetting, but did not spontaneously spread water all that fast (or at all), a difference that could arise from differing experimental conditions. It is a known phenomenon that some plants, e.g. Ruellia devosiana [41] , perform differently under high (greenhouse culture) and low (laboratory) humidity conditions. This is most probably connected to the air humidity conditions in a tropical greenhouse, which might cause a non-visible water film on the leaf surfaces. Humidity is also known to especially affect hydrophilic surfaces, which C. zebrina's leaves are supposed to be. Adsorption of water monolayers to hydrophilic surfaces is a well-known phenomenon and has been studied in high-energy solids, quartz, glass, marble and fused silica (reviewed by Drelich in [42] ; [43] [44] [45] [46] ). Drelich summarizes that, even under atmospheric conditions, water layers of approximately 1-9 nm or up to 20 molecular layers can adsorb to hydrophilic surfaces. Humidity adhering to such surfaces, keeping the spaces between structures moist and capillary action ready to happen, could be a reason why observed behaviours differ that much. The importance of the capillary suction is supported by findings in precursor experiments that dry, TitanProtect-coated leaf replicas would spread water poorly until their surface had been pre-moistened with water once.
The experimental results were satisfactory concerning the change in wetting behaviour upon structuring, though, and fulfilled all expectations: hydrophilic surfaces (TitanProtect-coated epoxy) became superhydrophilic when leaf structure was added, which was obvious from the CA dropping to 0 • and spontaneous spreading happening upon contact with water.
Increasing the hydrophilicity by surface structuring, commonly also referred to as roughening, to reach a state of superhydrophilicity is described in several research papers. Decreasing the CA of water on a surface is advantageous where single drops are not supposed to form, but continuous films of liquid should persist. Preserving optical clarity by hindering single drops from forming can, for example, be achieved by plasma surface treatment [47] or (near-)transparent coatings with TiO 2 nanoparticles [48] , the latter available as another commercial product of the TitanProtect line of products. TiO 2 is a popular choice for research in superhydrophilicity, as, in the specific anatase crystal form, it also has photocatalytic and as such antimicrobial properties [49, 50] . The superhydrophilic effect is a result of the hierarchical structure that arises from the enormous roughness introduced by the nanoscale particles and, according to Drelich [42] , nearly any surface could be made superhydrophilic given enough roughening. However, a lot of research concentrates in certain directions due to added benefits such as the previously mentioned photocatalytic effect of TiO 2 .
(
ii) Hydrophobic surfaces
The experiments with the hydrophobizing agent Antispread showed an increase of the CA, which is a known result of structuring of a hydrophobic surface, as is evident from Wenzel's equation [51] . The surfaces of C. zebrina did not make Antispread-coated epoxy samples superhydrophobic though. With about 143 • on dark and 138 • on bright stripes, the CA simply does not reach the agreed-on CA of 150 • that marks the onset of superhydrophobicity. Still, the increase from smooth, Antispread-coated samples is obvious, and achieving superhydrophobicity with C. zebrina leaf structures was not the main goal of the experiments. In future work, superhydrophobicity might be reached by coating C. zebrina's surface structures with nanoscale hydrophobic structures. The model plant that has to be mentioned in this regard is N. nucifera, the lotus plant, which carries microscale papillae on its surface all covered with tiny, hydrophobic wax crystals [18] . It is the symbiosis of these two structures that turns hydrophobic waxes and rather standard papillae into a superhydrophobic surface.
On superhydrophobic surfaces, water usually does not even penetrate fully into the structures, but instead sits on the tips of the structures only [52] . This must also be happening to some degree with the samples investigated here, as this is supported by the discrepancy between the estimated CA (after Wenzel [51] ) and the observed CA. Estimating the leaf surfaces' roughness by the dimensions measured and assuming that water on the structured Antispread samples would take a Wenzel state and fully penetrate into the gaps, the CAs calculated were smaller than the observed ones. There had to be another influence on the CA that was not caused by roughness alone. Regular observations of silvery phase boundaries under drops of water on samples and trapped air in a few miscast casts from the leaf sample moulds suggests that air gets trapped between the cells, influencing the observed CA. Marmur [53] suggested such a hybrid model of Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter states, where drops would penetrate between structures up to a certain point and still trap air underneath. Unfortunately, there are no sharp, pinning structures to be found on the C. zebrina cells that would allow a prediction of the wetted versus non-wetted surface area. On flat-topped micropillar arrays, it is quite easy to predict which area of the surface would be wetted and which not, whereas with sloping, conical cells such a prediction is hard to make and, thus, no CA could be predicted from the Cassie-Baxter equation or the equation after Marmur for comparison with the obtained results.
(c) Splashing behaviour modification by structuring
Drop splashing experiments with water were conducted on differently coated epoxy surfaces to obtain a first estimate about the splashing behaviour and whether it could be amplified or mitigated by C. zebrina leaf structures. Identification of specific thresholds, such as the critical splash threshold or the threshold between deposition and fingering, were not the experiments' primary goal. As such, the experiments are less comparable with more focused literature, but, nevertheless, an attempt should be made to place the observed results in context with other known splashing studies. Which kind of splashing caused the splash droplets observed in the experiments could not always be discerned. It should also be noted that only splash flying further than 30 mm from the impact point could be counted, as it had to leave the sample and land on the measurement paper to do so. Statements about splash staying on the sample surface can only ever be of a qualitative nature.
The falling heights of 50 cm and lower were similarly chosen to reflect a possible real-life scenario, such as drops falling from a tap into a sink or from a pipe onto the ground. Owing to the much lower falling heights, it is unnecessary to assume that the speeds of raindrops are reached. As the high terminal velocity and the aerodynamic drag created by the high-speed fall limit raindrops in their size, these limitations did not have to be considered at lower falling speeds. The drop size was thus chosen arbitrarily, assuming that a drop of 4.5 mm size might be realistic in a real-life situation, such as a pipe or tap leak. In the end, the drop size at a leakage point will always depend on the leak's size and thus is very variable to begin with.
(i) Hydrophobic surfaces
Structured, hydrophobic samples were found to produce significantly more splash than their unstructured counterparts. While smooth samples coated in Antispread did not show splash droplets, rough ones did. Drop impact behaviour on smooth surfaces has been studied for many different scenarios, the specific impact of surface roughness though is less often found in the drop impact literature. Bussmann et al. [54] showed by simulation and experiment that roughening a stainless steel surface dramatically increased the number of observed fingers and limited the spread of a drop when compared with a smooth surface. They also found that the amount of roughness had little influence on the fingers' shape or amplitude when comparing different roughness values though [54] . In the more recent literature, Latka et al. [55] showed that increasing surface roughness could initially prevent splash from a fast, ejecting, thin sheet, but, if increased further, could actually promote splashing again by increasing the amount of prompt splash. These findings support our experimental observations, where prompt splash (being the top contributor to the splash droplets measured) as well as fingering (as observed qualitatively on the samples) increased significantly by adding surface roughness to begin with.
It is interesting to note that the flying distance of measured splash droplets did not seem to correlate with the impact velocity at all, whereas the number of generated splash droplets did. Possibly, the similarity in flying distance distribution stems from the identical surface tension that has to be overcome by a droplet to detach from the expanding drop, while the increase in number of droplets could correlate with a higher number of fingers developed (and, thus, more areas where a splash droplet could break loose from the original drop). Doubts about this theory exist though, as measured splash droplets seemed to mainly stem from prompt splash (splash independent of corona forming).
Xu [56] and Xu et al. [10] found that corona splash was totally suppressed under lowpressure conditions and only prompt splash prevailed, which they attributed to being closely coupled to surface roughness. In their experiments, prompt splash generated by different impact velocities would generate different amounts of splash droplets yet at a nearly identical size distribution. According to their results, the exponential decay of the different impact velocities' size distribution functions was identical and proportional to the value of surface roughness, so that the surface structures leave behind a fingerprint of some sort in the splash patterns observed. While, herein, splash droplet size was not measured, droplet size and (as measured herein) flying distance might be coupled if it is assumed that splash droplets break loose from the drop, carrying similar levels of kinetic energy. It should be remembered here that prompt splash is supposed to be generated continuously on the way of the advancing lamella outwards, not bound to detaching from fingers forming in the drop's ultimate spread state [10, 12] . If droplet size distribution can, in a way, carry information about the roughness of the impacted surface, so might also the flying distance distribution.
(ii) Hydrophilic surfaces
Research focused on the hydrophilicity aspect of drop splash is rare. Aboud & Kietzig [57] stated in a recent comparative study that hydrophobic (PTFE, Teflon) surfaces had a much lower splash threshold, and thus a higher tendency to splash, than similarly rough, but hydrophilic (aluminium) surfaces. This general trend is also found in our results, as hydrophilic samples splashed significantly less than hydrophobic ones. Regarding the original hypothesis thoughthat unstructured and structured hydrophilic surfaces would differ in terms of splashing-the experimental set-up with different falling heights did not yield usable results, as no samples, except for structured hydrophobic ones, would splash at all, thereby not allowing any statements to be made about potential, gradual differences between those other groups. The added experimental method of sequential dropping allowed some differences to be found, as the phenomena observed stretch over several domains of drop impact behaviour. At the beginning of the experiment, when surfaces are dry, the behaviour closely matches what is known about impacts on dry or moist surfaces (with the aforementioned, additional roughness). With subsequent drops and liquid bulk starting to form, there is a gradual transition into the domain of liquid impacts on thin films and sometimes even thick films. These domains are usually considered and researched separately, which is why the literature on the bridging of domains is sparse. Lembach et al. [58] found that, for electrospun nanofibre mats, splashing on drop impact would not occur on either dry mats or wet, saturated (i.e. moist) mats. Once a visible film had collected on the surface though, corona splash would set in. While the material used by Lembach et al. is slightly special in that it employs static hydrophobicity due to pores in the nanofibre mats, the base material is a partially wettable polymer and does show hydrophilic behaviour when dynamic drop impacts are considered. In our experiments, TitanProtect-coated samples behaved in the same way as that found by Lembach et al. for electrospun nanofibre mats, transitioning from no splash when dry over rare prompt splash when moist to full corona splash when wet. The domain-spanning behaviour of drop impacts is easily comparable even though the materials used are not. Although the CA of the polymer material used by Lembach et al. is reported as being about 30-40 • on a cast sample (and so similar to the CA of smooth TitanProtect-coated epoxy), the splashing behaviour of water on such a smooth, cast sample is not reported, so it remains unclear how much the spun mat's roughness contributes to its non-splashing behaviour.
The tendency of liquid films to produce coronae (and thus much potential splash) has been studied for decades (see [59, 60] for early references) in a variety of systems that could be regarded equally without considering surface roughness. The underlying structures (i.e. roughness) of an impacted liquid film, if the scale of roughness is sufficiently small compared with the thickness of the film, are generally considered to have little influence on the liquid-film splashing behaviour, as shown by Vander Wal et al. [61] in experiments with different depths of liquid films. The general observation by Vander Wal et al. is that thin films amplify splash, while thick films can act as a kind of cushioning actually preventing splash. This supports the results of our experiments (once reasonably wet, structured surfaces splash as much as smooth ones) as well as occasional observations of impacts into thick, sessile drops that would simply decelerate and gently come to rest on the surface without splashing (trial data; not shown). Lembach et al. [58] used copper covered with a 100 µm water film to demonstrate the same splashing behaviour as on wet nanofibre mats, ignoring the nanofibre mat's roughness.
To sum up the results, a crucial factor in splashing behaviour on hydrophilic or superhydrophilic surfaces is the accumulation of bulk liquid at the site of impact. If capillary structures can wick bulk liquid away from the impact site fast enough and spread it out to a thin film, splashing can be prevented. If no such capillary mechanism exists, subsequent drop impacts into the thin (because of the low CA) bulk liquid cause splashing. Smooth samples behaved accordingly and started splashing at the second drop because of the lack of transport mechanisms. If capillary mechanisms exist, depending on the interval between drops and the speed of liquid transport off the impact site, surfaces can still saturate and develop splashing over time. This is supported by our findings that for structured samples, at a drop interval of 60 s, no splash behaviour would develop over the time span observed, at an interval of 45 s there would be a slight increase in splashing and at an interval of 30 s there would be a full transition to the splashing behaviour in the end.
Conclusion
Minimizing splashing and generation of infectious aerosols is an important goal in a densely populated world. Even when animals and plants do have some defence mechanisms against pathogens, minimizing the exposure to pathogens lowers the risk of actually getting infected. Pathogens growing in air ducts, piping systems, shower heads, sewage and more can-given the right circumstances-grow with few restrictions. Anti-splashing technologies could help mitigate the aforementioned problems simply by preventing splash in the first place, and also by side effects of the splash-preventing treatment such as the antimicrobial effect of TiO 2 nanocoatings. In this work, it was shown that simple, conical structures such as those found in C. zebrina can make a surface go from hydrophilic to superhydrophilic and can have a significant influence on its splashing behaviour, mainly by keeping drop impact locations drier due to capillary transport. Biomimetic surfaces modelled after the approximate key parameters of C. zebrina's surface structures could be deployed in several ways, such as casting in negative moulds or as machined positive structures, though these methods would be rather expensive and limited in applicability. Owing to its structural simplicity lacking undercuts or complex geometry, C. zebrina's surface structure could also be embossed into plastic films for cheap, largescale coverage. Wettability could then be modified as required by using different coatings applied to the plastic film. Existing and possible applications reach from the (bio)medical sector through industrial processing to everyday items such as splash-preventing mats and household surface coatings. We also found that C. zebrina's surface structures can increase a surface's hydrophobicity significantly, even though the threshold CA of 150 • for superhydrophobicity could not be reached. Where hydrophobic behaviour is needed though, surfaces could be manipulated in the same ways as described above but using hydrophobizing coatings instead of hydrophilizing ones. Research in the field is far from finished and offers many more interesting research topics, especially regarding the influence of different surface structures. Another interesting avenue of research lies in the relationship between impact velocity and the splash distance created by it seeming nearly constant so far. Calathea zebrina was also shown to employ two significantly different wetting behaviours depending on leaf structure, as demonstrated by the variations found in the different structures underlying the bright and dark green areas of the leaves. Whether or not these differences could also be seen in dynamic wetting behaviour remains to be tested with more isolated surface structures.
